APPLICATION SPECIFIC
Friction compounds engineered to restore brake system performance and eliminate noise.

MU500 FRICTION COATING
Eliminates the need for break-in procedure and is 100% compatible with all rotor coatings.

INDUSTRY-LEADING APPLICATION COVERAGE
For a wide range of passenger cars, light trucks, vans and SUVs.

Featuring our exclusive Mu500 friction coating, PQ PRO delivers immediate stopping power and is compatible with both coated and uncoated rotors, eliminating the need for time-consuming break in procedures. PQ PRO continues Centric’s tradition of delivering quiet, clean and smooth braking and is backed by 24/7 Assured Roadside Assistance.
OE PROCESS, CENTRIC INNOVATION

PQ PRO brake pads are manufactured using the positive molding process utilized by original equipment suppliers. Scorching Process uses heat to pre-burnish the pads and allow for a significantly faster bed-in process. Our Opti-Check Early Warning System gives you clear visual indication of pad service life, and every set is backed by a One-Year Centric Assured Roadside Assistance Guarantee.

THE BEST POSI QUIET PADS EVER

PQ PRO is your best solution for the growing proliferation of replacement brake rotors that use hard to remove, anti-corrosion coatings.

PQ PRO brake pads with Mu500 quickly and efficiently remove the rotor coating without damaging the rotor braking surface.

STAINLESS ABUTMENT CLIPS AND RETAINING CLIPS

Assure quick, simple installation and noise-free performance.

12 MONTH ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

Centric’s "Assured Roadside Assistance" is included with every set of PQ PRO pads - delivering peace of mind for whatever the road may bring.

ADVANCED MULTILAYER SHIMS

Absorb and dampen vibration-induced noise.

YOUR NEXT MOVE? Getting access to PQ PRO brake pads is simple.
Call (310) 218-1091 or visit CentricParts.com.